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Oracle Big Data Handbook
Providing simple solutions, useful techniques and best practices to ensure that
your business is intelligent as it can possibly be, this book is a must buy for anyone
that works with Oracle BI.If you are a business analyst, BI administrator or
developer working with Oracle Business Intelligence 11g R1 then this book is
exactly what you have been looking for. Hands on practical examples, real world
solutions and best practices make this book an essential guide for Oracle BI. Clear
a space on your desk as you won't want this handy reference to be too far away.

Oracle 12c For Dummies
Implement the Full Spectrum of Oracle E-Business Suite Financial Applications
Maintain an integrated, customer-focused financial computing framework that
meets global business requirements while lowering total cost of ownership. Oracle
E-Business Suite Financials Handbook, Third Edition offers fully updated coverage
of the latest applications and modules. Find out how to enforce robust accounting
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rules, establish workflow, manage invoices and inventory, create budgets and
forecasts, and secure your corporate assets. This Oracle Press guide thoroughly
explains how to deploy custom Web applications, automate tax reporting, and
incorporate Oracle Fusion Applications. Centralize financial data with Oracle
General Ledger and Oracle Subledger Accounting Track invoices and payments
through Oracle Receivables and Oracle Payables Forecast cash requirements and
manage portfolios with Oracle Treasury Increase liquidity and profitability using
Oracle Cash Management Establish asset depreciation schedules and handle
leases and warranty information with Oracle Assets Use Oracle Purchasing and
Oracle Inventory to optimize supply chain efficiency Handle procurement and
billing information using Oracle Projects and Oracle Order Management Employ the
all-new Oracle E-Business Tax and Oracle Landed Cost Management Leverage
Oracle Fusion Applications in a co-existence strategy with Oracle E-Business Suite
Financials Implement an end-to-end disaster recovery strategy

Pro Oracle Fusion Applications
Start developing with Oracle SQL. This book is a one-stop introduction to
everything you need to know about getting started developing an Oracle Database.
You'll learn about foundational concepts, setting up a simple schema, adding data,
reading data from the database, and making changes. No experience with
databases is required to get started. Examples in the book are built around Oracle
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Live SQL, a freely available, online sandbox for practicing and experimenting with
SQL statements, and Oracle Express Edition, a free version of Oracle Database that
is available for download. A marquee feature of Beginning Oracle SQL for Oracle
Database 18c is the small chapter size. Content is divided into easily digestible
chunks that can be read and practiced in very short intervals of time, making this
the ideal book for a busy professional to learn from. Even just a 15-20 minute block
of free time can be put to good use. Author Ben Brumm begins by helping you
understand what a database is, and getting you set up with a sandbox in which to
practice the SQL that you are learning. From there, easily digestible chapters
cover, point-by-point, the different aspects of writing queries to get data out of a
database. You’ll also learn about creating tables and getting data into the
database. Crucial topics such as working with nulls and writing analytic queries are
given the attention they deserve, helping you to avoid pitfalls when writing queries
for production use. What You'll Learn Create, update, and delete tables in an
Oracle database Add, update, delete data from those database tables Query and
view data stored in your database Manipulate and transform data using in-built
database functions and features Correctly choose when to use Oracle-specific
syntax and features Who This Book Is For Those new to Oracle who are planning to
develop software using Oracle as the back-end data store. The book is also for
those who are getting started in software development and realize they need to
learn some kind of database language. Those who are learning software
development on the side of their normal job, or learning it as a college student,
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who are ready to learn what a database is and how to use it also will find this book
useful.

Data Visualization for Oracle Business Intelligence 11g
Master Oracle Business Intelligence Discoverer 11g Provide secure, immediate
access to critical business information from relational and multidimensional data
sources across your organization. Oracle Business Intelligence Discoverer 11g
Handbook shows you how to optimize this intuitive ad hoc query, reporting,
analysis, and web publishing tool for maximum performance. Real-world examples
illustrate the powerful analysis, security, and reporting capabilities. Enable
business users at all levels to make faster, more-informed decisions with help from
this Oracle Press guide. Configure and manage Oracle Business Intelligence
Discoverer 11g Run functional queries using the Workbook Wizard Add sorts,
calculations, percentages, totals, and parameters using Oracle Business
Intelligence Discoverer Plus Format queries into well-organized reports with
graphs, tables, titles, headers, and footers Perform data analysis--statistical,
classification, deviation, trend, and aging Use Oracle Business Intelligence
Discoverer Viewer 11g to analyze, format, export, e-mail, and print reports Manage
integration with Oracle WebLogic Server Refine existing queries using interactive
pivoting, drilling, and hyper-drilling Build effective conditions and refine
parameters, calculations, sorting, and percentages Manage access and sharing
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rights, scheduling privileges, and user preferences Build an end user layer and a
business area using Oracle Business Intelligence Discoverer Administrator Use
Oracle Enterprise Manager's Fusion Middleware Control feature to manage Oracle
Business Intelligence Discoverer settings and preferences Implement powerful
analytic functions using templates

Predictive Analytics Using Oracle Data Miner
"Easy-to-manage deployment and virtualization"--cover.

Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's Guide
"Cowritten by members of Oracle's big data team, [this book] provides complete
coverage of Oracle's comprehensive, integrated set of products for acquiring,
organizing, analyzing, and leveraging unstructured data. The book discusses the
strategies and technologies essential for a successful big data implementation,
including Apache Hadoop, Oracle Big Data Appliance, Oracle Big Data Connectors,
Oracle NoSQL Database, Oracle Endeca, Oracle Advanced Analytics, and Oracle's
open source R offerings"--Page 4 of cover.

Oracle Business Intelligence Applications
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Over 80 quick and advanced recipes that focus on real world techniques and
solutions to manage, design, and build data warehouse and business intelligence
projects with this book and ebook.

Oracle E-Business Suite Financials Handbook 3/E
Design, configure, and implement a robust planning, budgeting, and forecasting
solution in your organization using Oracle Hyperion Planning with this book and
eBook.

Getting Started with Oracle Hyperion Planning 11
Master Oracle Business Intelligence 11g Reports and Dashboards Deliver
meaningful business information to users anytime, anywhere, on any device, using
Oracle Business Intelligence 11g. Written by Oracle ACE Director Mark Rittman,
Oracle Business Intelligence 11g Developers Guide fully covers the latest BI report
design and distribution techniques. Find out how to execute effective queries, build
accurate models, use scorecards and KPIs, create dynamic reports, set up
dashboards, and publish to smartphones and wireless devices. This Oracle Press
guide contains comprehensive details on Oracle Exalytics In-Memory Machine, the
best-in-class, preintegrated BI platform. Install or upgrade to Oracle Business
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Intelligence 11g Develop and manage custom Oracle Business Intelligence
repositories Access relational, file, and multidimensional data sources Design printquality reports with Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher Create web-enabled
analyses, dashboards, and visualizations Integrate with other applications using
Oracle Business Intelligence 11g Action Framework Employ authentication,
authorization, and row-level security Configure and deploy Oracle Exalytics InMemory Machine

Business Intelligence Cookbook
Leverage the latest Fusion Middleware Business Intelligence offering with this
action-packed implementation guide

Oracle Business Intelligence 11g R1 Cookbook
Master Oracle Fusion Applications Design and Personalization Deliver highly
adaptable business applications that bolster productivity and drive informed
decision-making. Oracle Fusion Applications Development and Extensibility
Handbook contains best practices, real-world case studies, and technical deep
dives. Discover how to manage design- and run-time customizations, extend
existing UIs and build new ones, secure your applications, and integrate with other
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systems. This Oracle Press guide offers complete coverage of the latest cloud and
SOA-based features. Explore Oracle Fusion Applications components and
architecture Plan, develop, debug, and deploy customizations Extend out-of-thebox functionality with Oracle JDeveloper Modify web applications using Oracle
Composer Incorporate Oracle SOA Suite 11g composites Validate code through
sandboxes and test environments Secure data using authorization, authentication,
and encryption Design and distribute personalized BI reports Automate jobs with
Oracle Enterprise Scheduler Change appearance and branding of your applications
with the Oracle ADF Skin Editor Extend and customize CRM with Application
Composer

Oracle Data Guard 11gR2 Administration Beginner's Guide
Leverage the latest Fusion Middleware Business Intelligence offering with this
action-packed implementation guide

Managing Oracle Fusion Applications
This IBM® Redbooks® publication describes IBM DB2® SQL compatibility features.
The latest version of DB2 includes extensive native support for the PL/SQL
procedural language, new data types, scalar functions, improved concurrency, builtPage 9/36
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in packages, OCI, SQLPlus, and more. These features can help with developing
applications that run on both DB2 and Oracle and can help simplify the process of
moving from Oracle to DB2. In addition, IBM now provides tools to simplify the
enablement process, such as the highly scalable IBM Data Movement Tool for
moving schema and data into DB2, and an Editor and Profiler for PL/SQL provided
by the IBM Data Studio tool suite. This Oracle to DB2 migration guide describes
new technology, preferred practices for moving to DB2, and common scenarios
that can help you as you move from Oracle to DB2. This book is intended for IT
architects and developers who are converting from Oracle to DB2. DB2
compatibility with Oracle is provided through native support. The new capabilities
in DB2 that provide compatibility are implemented at the lowest and most intimate
levels of the database kernel, as though they were originally engineered for DB2.
means that the DB2 implementation is done without the aid of an emulation layer.
This intimacy leads to the scalable implementation that DB2 offers, providing
identical performance between DB2 compatibility features and DB2 other language
elements. For example, DB2 runs SQL PL at the same performance as PL/SQL
implementations of the same function.

Oracle Business Intelligence 11g Developers Guide
Master Oracle Business Process Management Suite 11g Written by Oracle business
process management experts, Oracle Business Process Management Suite 11g
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Handbook is a balanced combination of essential BPM concepts, best practices,
and a detailed treatment of all the powerful features and functionalities of Oracle
BPM Suite 11g. The book explains how to plan, develop, and deploy process-based
business applications and enable enterprise-wide continuous process
improvement. Implement successful BPM projects with help from this Oracle Press
guide. Understand the architecture and functionalities of Oracle BPM Suite 11g
Master BPMN 2.0 for business process modeling and implementation Address
agility, business control, and transparency requirements with Oracle Business
Rules 11g Develop rich interfaces with Oracle Application Development Framework
(Oracle ADF) Work with the human task component of Oracle BPM 11g Plan a BPM
initiative using the Oracle roadmap approach Apply the Oracle process engineering
method to identify, select, define, and refine appropriate processes Implement a
business process application using proven technical design and project delivery
strategies

Beginning Oracle SQL for Oracle Database 18c
This book highlights the practical aspects of using Oracle Essbase and Oracle
Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) as a comprehensive BI solution. It
explains the key steps involved in Oracle Essbase and OBIEE implementations.
Using case studies, the book covers Oracle Essbase for analytical BI and data
integration, using OBIEE for operational BI including presentation services and BI
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Publisher for real-time reporting services, Self-service BI– in terms of VLDB,
scalability, high performance, stability, long-lasting and ease of use that saves
time, effort, and costs, while maximizing ROI.

Oracle Business Intelligence and Essbase Solutions Guide
Use machine learning and Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE)
as a comprehensive BI solution. This book follows a when-to, why-to, and how-to
approach to explain the key steps involved in utilizing the artificial intelligence
components now available for a successful OBIEE implementation. Oracle Business
Intelligence with Machine Learning covers various technologies including using
Oracle OBIEE, R Enterprise, Spatial Maps, and machine learning for advanced
visualization and analytics. The machine learning material focuses on learning
representations of input data suitable for a given prediction problem. This book
focuses on the practical aspects of implementing machine learning solutions using
the rich Oracle BI ecosystem. The primary objective of this book is to bridge the
gap between the academic state-of-the-art and the industry state-of-the-practice
by introducing you to machine learning with OBIEE. What You Will Learn See
machine learning in OBIEE Master the fundamentals of machine learning and how
it pertains to BI and advanced analytics Gain an introduction to Oracle R Enterprise
Discover the practical considerations of implementing machine learning with OBIEE
Who This Book Is For Analytics managers, BI architects and developers, and data
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scientists.

Practical Oracle E-Business Suite
The only Oracle Press guide to creating effective visual presentations of business
intelligence data quickly and easily Data Visualization for Oracle Business
Intelligence 11g reveals the best practices for creating graphs, tables, maps, and
other methodologies for presenting data-driven insights using one of the most
common business intelligence front-end systems in the world, Oracle Business
Intelligence 11g. This information-rich guide offers clear instructions for building
top-quality dashboards, analyses, and visualizations from real-world implementers
and respected data visualization experts. You’ll learn everything from improving
the readability of your tables to implementing the latest Advanced Trellis Chart
features and from adding native map views of BI data to designing optimal
dashboard layout strategies. You’ll see how to produce accurate, compelling, and
professional graphics that will immediately enhance corporate decision making.
Shows proven steps for extracting maximum impact from native features that are
little known to the majority of BI users Covers dashboard strategy, including layout,
design, navigation, master detail linking, action links, and prompts Addresses how
to extend Oracle Business Intelligence 11g with advanced languages and
visualization systems such as JavaScript-based D3 and JQuery, R, and Oracle
Application Development Framework Includes an associated web gallery
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showcasing the colors and graphics that render best digitally

Oracle BI 11g
Oracle Business Process Management Suite 11g Handbook
An interactive guide to Oracle's intensive query tool, SQL* Plus, discusses its
powerful features, furnishes a syntax quick reference, and explains how to write
and execute script files, generate reports, extract data from the database, utilize
new administrative features, query data dictionary tables, and more. Original.
(Intermediate)

Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration Handbook
Build Next-Generation In-Database Predictive Analytics Applications with Oracle
Data Miner “If you have an Oracle Database and want to leverage that data to
discover new insights, make predictions, and generate actionable insights, this
book is a must read for you! In Predictive Analytics Using Oracle Data Miner:
Develop & Use Oracle Data Mining Models in Oracle Data Miner, SQL & PL/SQL,
Brendan Tierney, Oracle ACE Director and data mining expert, guides you through
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the basic concepts of data mining and offers step-by-step instructions for solving
data-driven problems using SQL Developer’s Oracle Data Mining extension.
Brendan takes it full circle by showing you how to deploy advanced analytical
methodologies and predictive models immediately into enterprise-wide production
environments using the in-database SQL and PL/SQL functionality. Definitely a
must read for any Oracle data professional!” --Charlie Berger, Senior Director
Product Management, Oracle Data Mining and Advanced Analytics Perform indatabase data mining to unlock hidden insights in data. Written by an Oracle ACE
Director, Predictive Analytics Using Oracle Data Miner shows you how to use this
powerful tool to create and deploy advanced data mining models. Covering topics
for the data scientist, Oracle developer, and Oracle database administrator, this
Oracle Press guide shows you how to get started with Oracle Data Miner and build
Oracle Data Miner models using SQL and PL/SQL packages. You'll get best
practices for integrating your Oracle Data Miner models into applications to
automate the discovery and distribution of business intelligence predictions
throughout the enterprise. Install and configure Oracle Data Miner for Oracle
Database 11g Release 11.2 and Oracle Database 12c Create Oracle Data Miner
projects and workflows Prepare data for data mining Develop data mining models
using association rule analysis, classification, clustering, regression, and anomaly
detection Use data dictionary views and prepare your data using in-database
transformations Build and use data mining models using SQL and PL/SQL packages
Migrate your Oracle Data Miner models, integrate them into dashboards and
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applications, and run them in parallel Build transient data mining models with the
Predictive Queries feature in Oracle Database 12c

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 11g: A HandsOn Tutorial
Master Oracle Fusion Applications Administer a fully integrated application
management framework across your enterprise using the detailed information
contained in this Oracle Press guide. Managing Oracle Fusion Applications first
explains key principles and then logically groups utilities into practical, ready-touse toolboxes. Learn how to build lifecycle models, deliver dynamic business
intelligence, optimize performance, mitigate risk, and integrate the latest Web 2.0
and social networking features. Compliance, security, and testing techniques are
also covered in this comprehensive resource. Understand the components and
architecture of Oracle Fusion Applications Plan, develop, and implement an
effective application management plan Resolve reliability issues with Oracle
Enterprise Manager Configure and deploy applications from the Oracle WebLogic
Server Administration Console Adjust run-time parameters using Java Management
Extensions and MBeans Generate and distribute reports using Oracle Business
Intelligence 11g Establish solid user authentication, access control, and data
protection policies Work with Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance
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Intelligence

Oracle SQL*Plus
The Practical, Authoritative, 360-Degree Technical Guide to Oracle Exadata: From
Setup to Administration, Optimization, Tuning, and Troubleshooting The blazingly
fast Oracle Exadata Database Machine is being embraced by thousands of largescale users worldwide: by governments, the military, enterprise organizations,
cloud service providers, and anyone who needs extreme performance. Now, Oracle
Exadata Expert’s Handbook provides authoritative guidance to running Oracle
Exadata with maximum reliability, effectiveness, performance, and efficiency. Six
renowned Oracle technology experts have brought together core technical
information, experience, best practices, and insider tips in a concise reference.
Covering both 11g and 12c versions of Oracle Exadata software, they deliver handson coverage of best practices, setup, migration, monitoring, administration,
performance tuning, and troubleshooting. Whether you’re an Oracle Exadata DBA,
DMA, architect, or manager, you need these insights. Get a 360-degree overview
of the Oracle Exadata Database Machine Efficiently deploy RAC within the Oracle
Exadata ecosystem Fully leverage Storage Cell’s extraordinary performance, via
Offloading, Smart Scans, and Hybrid Columnar Compression Manage Exadata with
OEM 12c: perform setup, configuration, asset/target discovery, and day-to-day
administration Tune Oracle Exadata for even better performance Perform Exadata
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Backup/Recovery/DR with RMAN and Data Guard Migrate to Oracle Exadata from
other platforms Use Oracle Exadata with the ZFS Storage Appliance Consolidate
within the Exadata Database Cloud

Ocular Tuberculosis
A concise guide for ophthalmologists detailing tuberculosis, which can cause
disease in multiple organs throughout the body, including the eye. Tuberculosis is
an infection caused by mycobacterium tuberculosis, which can cause disease in
multiple organs throughout the body, including the eye. This can also affect any
part of the eye (intraocular, superficial, or surrounding the eye), with or without
systemic involvement and Ocular Tuberculosis is a text devoted to in-depth
coverage of this topic. Written and edited by international leaders in the field,
discussing detailed and practical information on everything from clinical features,
ocular imaging studies, and pathology, to investigations, treatment, and surgical
management of this disease, Ocular Tuberculosis is a truly comprehensive text.

Implementing Oracle Integration Cloud Service
Leverage the latest Fusion Middleware Business Intelligence offering with this
action-packed implementation guide
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Oracle Application Server 10g
An in-depth Oracle Press guide to Oracle Exalytics In-Memory Machine Written by
Oracle ACE Director Mark Rittman, this e-book offers comprehensive coverage of
Oracle Exalytics In-Memory Machine, the best-in-class, preintegrated BI platform.
After an overview of the product and its capabilities, you’ll get complete details on
installation, configuration, administration, maintenance, and creation of the inmemory adaptive data mart that powers the “speed-of-thought” dashboards.
Expert tips for integrating with both Oracle and non-Oracle enterprise data sources
are included. Enable your organization to analyze large amounts of data via rich,
visual dashboards using Oracle Exalytics In-Memory Machine and this Oracle Press
guide.

Oracle to DB2 Conversion Guide: Compatibility Made Easy
The only book to cover and compare Oracle's online analytic processing products
With the acquisition of Hyperion Systems in 2007, Oracle finds itself owning the
two most capable OLAP products on the market--Essbase and the OLAP Option to
the Oracle Database. Written by the most knowledgeable experts on both Essbase
and Oracle OLAP, this Oracle Press guide explains how these products are similar
and how they differ. Oracle Essbase & Oracle OLAP will help you architect the
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Oracle OLAP product that is most appropriate for your application, and build, tune,
and maintain OLAP solutions.

Oracle Exadata Expert's Handbook
Implement Oracle Business Intelligence Applications Provide actionable business
intelligence across the enterprise to enable informed decision-making and
streamlined business processes. Oracle Business Intelligence Applications: Deliver
Value Through Rapid Implementations shows how to justify, configure, customize,
and extend this complete package of BI solutions. You'll get a technical
walkthrough of Oracle Business Intelligence Applications architecture--from the
dashboard to the data source--followed by best practices for maximizing the
powerful features of each application. You will also find out about stakeholders
critical to project approval and success. Optimize performance using Oracle
Exalytics In-Memory Machine Deliver timely financial information to managers with
Oracle Financial Analytics Enable a streamlined, demand-driven supply chain via
Oracle Supply Chain and Order Management Analytics Provide end-to-end visibility
into manufacturing operations with Oracle Manufacturing Analytics Optimize
supply-side performance through Oracle Procurement and Spend Analytics Use
Oracle Human Resources Analytics to provide key workforce information to
managers and HR professionals Track the costs and labor required to maintain and
operate assets with Oracle Enterprise Asset Management Analytics Maintain
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visibility into project performance via Oracle Project Analytics Provide actionable
insight into sales opportunities using Oracle Sales Analytics Enable superior
customer service with Oracle Service Analytics

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 11g
Master the Underutilized Advanced Features of SQL and PL/SQL This hands-on
guide from Oracle Press shows how to fully exploit lesser known but extremely
useful SQL and PL/SQL features―and how to effectively use both languages
together. Written by a team of Oracle ACE Directors, Real-World SQL and PL/SQL:
Advice from the Experts features best practices, detailed examples, and insider
tips that clearly demonstrate how to write, troubleshoot, and implement code for a
wide variety of practical applications. The book thoroughly explains underutilized
SQL and PL/SQL functions and lays out essential development strategies. Data
modeling, advanced analytics, database security, secure coding, and
administration are covered in complete detail. Learn how to: • Apply advanced SQL
and PL/SQL tools and techniques • Understand SQL and PL/SQL functionality and
determine when to use which language • Develop accurate data models and
implement business logic • Run PL/SQL in SQL and integrate complex datasets •
Handle PL/SQL instrumenting and profiling • Use Oracle Advanced Analytics and
Oracle R Enterprise • Build and execute predictive queries • Secure your data
using encryption, hashing, redaction, and masking • Defend against SQL injection
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and other code-based attacks • Work with Oracle Virtual Private Database Code
examples in the book are available for download at www.MHProfessional.com. TAG:
For a complete list of Oracle Press titles, visit www.OraclePressBooks.com

Oracle Business Intelligence Discoverer 11g Handbook
Understand everything you need to know about Oracle's Integration Cloud Service
and how to utilize it optimally for your business About This Book The only guide to
Integration Cloud Service in the market Focused on practical action to deliver
business value A professional's guide to an expensive product, providing
comprehensive training, and showing how to extract real business value from the
product Who This Book Is For This book is ideal for any IT professional working with
ICS, any Oracle application or cloud solution developer or analyst who wants to
work with ICS to deliver business value. What You Will Learn Use ICS to integrate
different systems together without needing to be a developer Gain understanding
of what a number of technologies and standards provide – without needing to
understand the fine details of those standards and technologies Understand the
use of connectors that Oracle provide from technology based connections such as
file and database connections to SaaS solutions ranging from Salesforce to Twitter
Enrich data and extend SaaS integration to route to different instances Utilize a
number of tools to help develop and check that your integrations work before
connecting to live systems Introduce and explain integration concepts so that the
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integrations created are maintainable and sustainable for the longer term Provide
details on how to keep up to date with the features that Oracle and partners
provide in the future Get special connections developed to work with ICS In Detail
Businesses are built on data, and applications that access that data. In modern
businesses the same cloud-based data stores and applications might be accessed
by hundreds of different applications from thousands of different devices via APIs.
To make this happen, APIs must be wired together i.e. integrated. Oracle
Integration Cloud Service provides a complete method for integrating enterprise
applications in the cloud. Integration Cloud Service (ICS) provides a cloud hosted
means to integrate systems together using a graphical means to define and
represent integrations. This book will be a comprehensive, hands-on guide to
building successful, high-availability integrations on ICS. This book sets out to
demonstrate how ICS can be used to effectively implement integrations that work
both in the cloud and on premise. It starts with a fast, practical introduction to
what ICS can do for your business and then shows how ICS allows you to develop
integrations not only quickly but in a way that means they are maintainable and
extensible. Gradually it moves into more advanced integrations, showing how to
achieve sophisticated results with ICS and work with external applications. Finally
the book shows you how to monitor cloud apps and go beyond ICS to build even
more powerful integrated applications. By the end of the book, you will the
knowledge on how to use ICS to solve your own integration needs and harness the
technologies in a maintainable and sustainable manner. Style and approach This
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book will take a pragmatic approach and will be a business-focused guide to
delivering business value with ICS.

Oracle Fusion Applications Development and Extensibility
Handbook
A comprehensive guide from Oracle experts, that will act as your single point of
reference for building an Oracle BI 12c system that turns data in actionable insight.
About This Book Come, start your first Oracle Business intelligence system and
excel in BI with this exhaustive guide An all-encompassing guide for your Oracle
business intelligence needs Learn from the self-paced professional guidance and
implement Oracle business intelligence using this easy-to-follow guide by our
experts Who This Book Is For If your job includes working on data, improving the
financial or operational performance of your organization or you are a consultant
for the above, then this book is for you. If you have been placed on a business
intelligence project, then this book is for you. If you are the Project Manager,
Business Analyst or Data Scientist then this book is for you. If you are an end user
of Oracle Business Intelligence, then this book is for you too. Having a basic
understanding of databases and the use of Business Intelligence is expected, but
no knowledge of Oracle BI is required. What You Will Learn Install OBIEE in
Windows, including how to create the underlying Weblogic Application server and
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the required database Build the BI system repository, the vital engine connecting
your data to the front end of Oracle BI Develop effective analysis, draw out
meaning from the data, and present it to end users on interactive dashboards Build
pixel-perfect, printable reports using the embedded BI Publisher feature Build
agents for actionable insight and enable your users to act on Business Intelligence
at their desktop or on the move Understand the various aspects of securing the
Oracle BI system, from data restrictions to whole dashboard access rights Get
acquainted with the system management tools and methods available for the
continuous improvement of your system In Detail Oracle Business Intelligence
Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) 12c is packed full of features and has a fresh approach
to information presentation, system management, and security. OBIEE can help
any organization to understand its data, to make useful information from data, and
to ensure decision-making is supported by facts. OBIEE can focus on information
that needs action, alerting users when conditions are met. OBIEE can be used for
data analysis, form production, dashoarding, and workflow processes. We will
introduce you to OBIEE features and provide a step-by-step guide to build a
complete system from scratch. With this guide, you will be equipped with a good
basic understanding of what the product contains, how to install and configure it,
and how to create effective Business Intelligence. This book contains the necessary
information for a beginner to create a high-performance OBIEE 12c system. This
book is also a guide that explains how to use an existing OBIEE 12c system, and
shows end users how to create. Style and approach This book will take you from
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one feature to another in a step-by-step manner and will teach how you can create
effective business intelligence using Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise
Edition. You will be taught how to create BI solutions and dashboards from scratch.
There will be multiple modules in the book, each module spread in chapters, that
will cover one aspect of business intelligence in a systematic manner.

Oracle Exalytics Revealed
Implement the Full Spectrum of Oracle E-Business Suite Financial Applications
Maintain an integrated, customer-focused financial computing framework that
meets global business requirements while lowering total cost of ownership. Oracle
E-Business Suite Financials Handbook, Third Edition offers fully updated coverage
of the latest applications and modules. Find out how to enforce robust accounting
rules, establish workflow, manage invoices and inventory, create budgets and
forecasts, and secure your corporate assets. This Oracle Press guide thoroughly
explains how to deploy custom Web applications, automate tax reporting, and
incorporate Oracle Fusion Applications. Centralize financial data with Oracle
General Ledger and Oracle Subledger Accounting Track invoices and payments
through Oracle Receivables and Oracle Payables Forecast cash requirements and
manage portfolios with Oracle Treasury Increase liquidity and profitability using
Oracle Cash Management Establish asset depreciation schedules and handle
leases and warranty information with Oracle Assets Use Oracle Purchasing and
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Oracle Inventory to optimize supply chain efficiency Handle procurement and
billing information using Oracle Projects and Oracle Order Management Employ the
all-new Oracle E-Business Tax and Oracle Landed Cost Management Leverage
Oracle Fusion Applications in a co-existence strategy with Oracle E-Business Suite
Financials Implement an end-to-end disaster recovery strategy

Real World SQL and PL/SQL: Advice from the Experts
Demystifying the power of the Oracle 12c database The Oracle database is the
industry-leading relational database management system (RDMS) used from small
companies to the world’s largest enterprises alike for their most critical business
and analytical processing. Oracle 12c includes industry leading enhancements to
enable cloud computing and empowers users to manage both Big Data and
traditional data structures faster and cheaper than ever before. Oracle 12c For
Dummies is the perfect guide for a novice database administrator or an Oracle DBA
who is new to Oracle 12c. The book covers what you need to know about Oracle
12c architecture, software tools, and how to successfully manage Oracle databases
in the real world. Highlights the important features of Oracle 12c Explains how to
create, populate, protect, tune, and troubleshoot a new Oracle database Covers
advanced Oracle 12c technologies including Oracle Multitenant—the "pluggable
database" concept—as well as several other key changes in this release Make the
most of Oracle 12c's improved efficiency, stronger security, and simplified
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management capabilities with Oracle 12c For Dummies.

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 12c
Using real-world examples and hands-on tasks, Oracle Data Guard 11gR2
Administration Beginner's Guide will give you a solid foundation in Oracle Data
Guard. It has been designed to teach you everything you need to know to
successfully create and operate Data Guard environments with maximum
flexibility, compatibility, and effectiveness.If you are an Oracle database
administrator who wants to configure and administer Data Guard configurations,
then "Oracle Data Guard 11gR2 Administration Beginner's Guide" is for you. With a
basic understanding of Oracle database administration, you'll be able to easily
follow the book.

Oracle Business Intelligence with Machine Learning
This textbook offers an exhaustive, step-by-step guide through the powerful
features of the Oracle Business Intelligence (BI) product suite. One will learn the
concepts, methods and techniques for building sophisticated data analytic
modules. Analytic results are then organized into interactive dashboards. A solid
foundation is laid for one to progress onto the latest and most advanced data
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analytic capabilities. The following specific topics are included in this guide book:
Background discussion of data warehousing, business intelligence (BI) and data
analytics presented in a form that business professionals can readily understand;
Background concepts regarding logical data models, star schema and snowflake
schema warehouse models; How to build analytical models using fact tables,
dimensions, dimension hierarchies, cubes, measures and other multidimensional
data model objects; Use interactive Dashboards to analyze data, uncover trends
and make strategic business decisions; Export BI results to productivity software
such as Microsoft Office or other external systems; Design customized Dashboards
to reflect an individual's role, perspective or business interest; Creating data
analyses and dynamically interact with results produced from Oracle BI; Format
analyses using sorts, filters and prompts; Format column output, subtotaling,
customization of column properties and transforming column data using formulas;
Create results with compound layouts, including views such as tabular, chart, pivot
table, gauge and others; Manage content, permissions and access within the
Presentation Catalog. This textbook includes dozens of learning exercises, with
detailed point-and-click solutions also provided.

Practical Oracle Database Appliance
Pro Oracle Fusion Applications is your one-stop source for help with installing
Oracle’s Fusion Applications suite in your on-premise environment. It also aids in
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the monitoring and ongoing administration of your Fusion environment. Author
Tushar Thakker is widely known for his writings and expertise on Oracle Fusion
Applications, and now he brings his accumulated wisdom to you in the form of this
convenient handbook. Provisioning an Oracle Fusion Applications infrastructure is a
daunting task. You’ll have to plan a suitable topology and install the required
database, an enterprise-wide identity management solution, and the applications
themselves—all while working with a wide variety of people who may not always
be accustomed to working together. Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides a path
to success that you won’t want to be without. Beyond installation, Pro Oracle
Fusion Applications provides excellent guidance on managing, monitoring,
diagnostics, and troubleshooting your environment. The book also covers patching,
a mundane but essential task that must be done regularly to keep your installation
protected and running smoothly. The comprehensive and wide-ranging coverage
makes Pro Oracle Fusion Applications an important book for anyone with
responsibility for installation and ongoing management of an Oracle Fusion
Applications installation.

Oracle E-Business Suite Financials Handbook 3/E
A guide to everything an Oracle SOA Suite 12c administrator needs to hit the
ground running About This Book Understand core administrative tasks such as
deployments, purging, startup and shutdown, configuration, and backup and
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recovery Manage, monitor, and troubleshoot SOA composites and OSB services
Follow step-by-step instructions to easily and quickly install a highly available twonode cluster Who This Book Is For With topic areas ranging from the simple to the
complex, this book is intended for novice, mid-level, and experienced
administrators of the Oracle SOA Suite 12c platform as well as Oracle WebLogic
Server and Oracle Database administrators interested in diving into the product.
What You Will Learn Navigate Oracle Enterprise Manager Fusion Middleware
Control Monitor and manage the Oracle SOA Suite 12 c infrastructure Deploy and
promote code Monitor and manage services Configure and administer the
environment Manage the dehydration store and enterprise scheduler service
Troubleshoot Oracle SOA Suite 12c infrastructure Set up backups, recovery, and
high availability In Detail Oracle SOA Suite 12 c is the most comprehensive and
integrated infrastructure on the market today that is used for building applications
based on service-oriented architecture. With the vast number of features and
capabilities that Oracle SOA Suite 12c has to offer comes numerous complexities
and challenges for administration. Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's Guide
covers all the core areas of administration needed for you to effectively manage
and monitor the Oracle SOA Suite environment and its transactions, from
deployments, to monitoring, to performance tuning, and much, much more.
Manage, monitor, and troubleshoot SOA composites and OSB services from a
single product set. Understand core administrative activities such as deployments,
purging, startup and shutdown, configuration, backup, and recovery. Also learn
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about new features such as Oracle Enterprise Scheduler, lazy loading, work
manager groups, high availability, and more. Style and approach Presented in a
reference guide format where chapters can be read in any sequence, this book
explains the core concepts while providing real-world implementation specifics,
detailing the what, why, and how of all the administration-related activities that
involve Oracle SOA Suite 12c. We take a step-by-step approach and offers tips,
instructions, and examples that you can easily follow and execute.

Oracle BI Publisher 11g
Best Practices for Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Configuration and Administration
Maintain a high-performance enterprise application framework using the detailed
information in this authoritative resource. Through expert instruction and realworld examples, Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration Handbook fully
explains the latest management tools and techniques. Learn how to work from the
Oracle WebLogic Server Administration Console or command line, configure
servers and clusters, deploy applications, and optimize application performance.
Tuning, troubleshooting, and load balancing are thoroughly covered in this Oracle
Press guide. Install Oracle WebLogic Server 12c or perform an upgrade Manage
domains, server instances, networks, and virtual hosts Work with the WebLogic
Scripting Tool feature and Node Manager Build custom network channels and
resource adapters Monitor performance with the WebLogic Diagnostics Framework
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feature Prioritize requests using Oracle WebLogic Server Work Managers Configure
Oracle WebLogic clusters and migrate servers and services Deploy web
applications, Enterprise JavaBeans, and Java EE modules Establish security realms
and authenticate and authorize users Allocate memory, optimize throughput, and
tune the Java Virtual Machine

Oracle BI Publisher 11g
Learn to build and implement a robust Oracle E-Business Suite system using the
new release, EBS 12.2. This hands-on, real-world guide explains the rationale for
using an Oracle E-Business Suite environment in a business enterprise and covers
the major technology stack changes from EBS version 11i through R12.2. You will
learn to build up an EBS environment from a simple single-node installation to a
complex multi-node high available setup. Practical Oracle E-Business Suite focuses
on release R12.2, but key areas in R12.1 are also covered wherever necessary.
Detailed instructions are provided for the installation of EBS R12.2 in single and
multi-node configurations, the logic and methodology used in EBS patching, and
cloning of EBS single-node and complex multi-node environments configured with
RAC. This book also provides information on FMW used in EBS 12.2, as well as
performance tuning and EBS 12.2 on engineered system implementations. What
You Will Learn:/bbr/pdivp/pulliUnderstand Oracle EBS software and the underlying
technology stack componentsbr/liliInstall/configure Oracle E-Business Suite R12.2
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in simple and HA complex setupsbr/liliManage Oracle EBS 12.2br/liliUse online
patching (adop) for Installation of Oracle EBS patchesbr/liliClone an EBS
environment in simple and complex configurationsbr/liliPerform and tune Oracle
EBS in all layers (Application/DB/OS/NW)br/liliSecure E-Business Suite
R12.2br/li/ul/divbrbWho This Book Is For:/bp/pp/pp/pp/pp/pp/p Developers, data
architects, and data scientists looking to integrate the most successful big data
open stack architecture and how to choose the correct technology in every layer

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 11g: A HandsOn Tutorial
This is a practical guide with step-by step instructions for enhancing your
application of Oracle BI Publisher 11g for enterprise reporting. If you are an Oracle
BI Publisher 11g end user, be it a report developer, business analyst or consultant,
this book is for you. You should have good knowledge of general reporting
practices and XML/XSL programming, though experience of using BI/XML publisher
is not essential.

Oracle Essbase & Oracle OLAP
This is a practical guide with step-by step instructions for enhancing your
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application of Oracle BI Publisher 11g for enterprise reporting. If you are an Oracle
BI Publisher 11g end user, be it a report developer, business analyst or consultant,
this book is for you. You should have good knowledge of general reporting
practices and XML/XSL programming, though experience of using BI/XML publisher
is not essential.
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